
 
 
 
 

 
Introduction 
DLPs will frequently need to respond to changes in analogue values, whether they be 
physical analogue inputs, derived analogue values or system analogue values such 
as the time of day. 
 
This document discusses various commands available for comparing analog values 
with setpoints or constants, and builds on the digital controls discussed in module 3 
to set an alarm, or turn digital outputs off and on as might be needed for pump 
controls. 
 
Before reading this document, you should have read the previous module(s) and be 
comfortable with the concepts discussed within. This document also assumes that 
you be familiar with the Q90 configuration software, and have successfully installed 
the DLP IDE software.  
 
Additional details on the syntax of all DLP commands can be found in the online help. 
 
In this document any DLP commands are presented in BLUE TYPEFACE while all DLP 
system variables and IO registers are in RED TYPEFACE. 
 
The .ASM file for any DLP shown in this document is available separately. 

 
This module contains help on: 

• GES and GER 
• GTS and GTR 

• LTS, LTR, LES and LER 

• EQS, EQR, NES and NER 
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DLP Module 04 – Analogue Setpoints 
and Alarms 



GES and GER 
All of the commands used for analogue comparison in the DLP are abbreviations of 
their actual function, which makes them easy to remember after the programmer has 
used them a few times. 
 
Analogue registers can be compared with either hard-coded constants, or with other 
analog registers. In each case, the programmer must select the appropriate 
command as they are not interchangeable. 
 
GES stands for “Greater than or equal to setpoint”. This will take an analogue register 
and compare its value to a specific hard-coded setpoint. If the analogue register is 
greater than, or equal to, the setpoint then the logic accumulator will be set to true, 
otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
GER stands for “Greater than or equal to register”. This will take an analogue register 
and compare its value to another register as specified by the programmer. If the first 
analogue register is greater than, or equal to, the second register then the logic 
accumulator will be set to true, otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
It can be seen that while these commands are very similar, it is the ‘S’ or the ‘R’ at 
the end of the command word that indicates whether the command should be used to 
compare to a constant or another register. 
 
Example 1 on the next page shows a DLP where a reservoir level is being monitored 
and two things will happen when the reservoir gets full enough 

• When the reservoir level is greater than, or equal to, the hard-coded level of 
95% an indicator lamp connected to RDOUT1 will turn on to show the operator 
that the reservoir level is too high. 

• When the reservoir level is greater than, or equal to, a ‘Pump Stop Setpoint’ 
which can be changed from the base station, then the DLP will make sure the 
control that runs the pump is turned off on RDOUT2 

 
 

GTS and GTR 
 
GTS and GTR are very similar to GES and GER except that : 
 
GTS stands for “Greater than setpoint”. There is no “or equal to”. This will take an 
analogue register and compare its value to a specific hard-coded setpoint. If the 
analogue register is greater than the setpoint then the logic accumulator will be set to 
true, otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
GTR stands for “Greater than register”. This will take an analogue register and 
compare its value to another register as specified by the programmer. If the first 
analogue register is greater than the second register then the logic accumulator will 
be set to true, otherwise it will be set to false. 



 

LTS, LTR, LES and LER 
As we have a set of  commands to find out if a certain analog value is greater than 
another, or greater than a static value, we also have a set of commands to test for an 
analog register being less than another register or setpoint. These are named and 
work in much the same way as the “Greater than…..” commands we have looked at 
so far: 
 
LES stands for “Less than or equal to setpoint”. This will take an analogue register 
and compare its value to a specific hard-coded setpoint. If the analogue register is 
lower than, or equal to, the setpoint then the logic accumulator will be set to true, 
otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
LER stands for “Less than or equal to register”. This will take an analogue register 
and compare its value to another register as specified by the programmer. If the first 
analogue register is lower than, or equal to, the second register then the logic 
accumulator will be set to true, otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
LTS stands for “Less than setpoint”. There is no “or equal to”. This will take an 
analogue register and compare its value to a specific hard-coded setpoint. If the 



analogue register is lower than the setpoint then the logic accumulator will be set to 
true, otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
LTR stands for “Less than register”. This will take an analogue register and compare 
its value to another register as specified by the programmer. If the first analogue 
register is lower than the second register then the logic accumulator will be set to 
true, otherwise it will be set to false. 
 



Example 2 shows the same DLP as Example 1, this time functionality has been 
added to turn this into a complete simple reservoir level controller. 
 
The normal operation will be that when the reservoir level reaches the pump stop 
level, the pump will be stopped. Then, as the reservoir level falls, when it reaches the 
pump start level it will start the pump again. The start and stop levels will be able to 
be changed at any time from the base station via NAOUT1 and NAOUT2. 
 
If during these operations something abnormal happens such as the pump failing to 
run or failing to stop, the reservoir level will reach either the low or the high level 
alarm levels. When this happens, the RTU will activate outputs that are connected to 
warning indicators on the reservoir. These could also be connected to sirens or 
strobe lights.  
 
In addition, some NAIN registers could also be used to transmit the status of the high 
and low level alarms back to the base station to alert operators via the DATRAN 
SMS alarm system. 
 

 
EQS, EQR, NES and NER 
Now that we can test if certain values are higher or lower than each other, we need a 
few more tools in our repertoire to complete the set.  
 
EQS stands for “Equal to Setpoint”. This will take an analogue register and compare 
its value to a specific hard-coded setpoint. If the analogue register is exactly the 
same as the setpoint then the logic accumulator will be set to true, otherwise it will be 
set to false. 
 
EQR stands for “Equal to Register”. This will take an analogue register and compare 
its value to another register as specified by the programmer. If the first analogue 
register is exactly the same as the second register then the logic accumulator will be 
set to true, otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
NES stands for “Not Equal to Setpoint”. This will take an analogue register and 
compare its value to a specific hard-coded setpoint. If the analogue register is 
different to setpoint then the logic accumulator will be set to true, otherwise it will be 
set to false. 
 
NER stands for “Not Equal to register”. This will take an analogue register and 
compare its value to another register as specified by the programmer. If the first 
analogue register is different from the second register then the logic accumulator will 
be set to true, otherwise it will be set to false. 
 
  


